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We introduce an interesting and challenging routing and scheduling problem arising in the city operations

of SF Express, a large package express carrier in China. Vehicles execute multiple trips during a planning

horizon spanning multiple shifts, where a trip can involve deliveries only, pickups only, or deliveries followed

by pickups. Complicating factors include split deliveries and pickups, cross-trip consistency requirements,

and limited unloading capacity at the main hubs. We develop an optimization-based multi-phase heuristic

solution approach seeking to minimize the number of vehicles used. An extensive computational study using

real-world instances demonstrates the effectiveness of the approach.
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1. Introduction

Package delivery represents a significant part of the transportation industry. Measured by revenue,

package delivery has been the fastest growing segment of the freight transport business in the

United States in the 21st century, with one representative player, UPS, reporting a revenue increase

from $59.1 billion in 2015 to $84.6 billion in 2020 (Statistica). A critical aspect of package delivery

is timely service, which is driven, in part, by the growth of e-commerce, which relies heavily on

fast delivery.

To provide an economically viable delivery service, package express carriers need to carefully

allocate and utilize their resources. The primary challenge is to identify consolidation opportunities

(so as to keep the costs down) while satisfying the service guarantees offered to customers (so as

to maintain or increase market share). Package express carriers typically employ a complex hub
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network, in which vehicles transport packages between the hubs, and packages are unloaded, sorted,

and loaded at the hubs. Routing packages through intermediate hubs is key to consolidation, but

requires additional time and additional loading and unloading.

We consider the city operations of SF Express, a large Chinese package express carrier. That is,

we consider the pickup and transport of packages to and the transport and delivery of packages

from a gateway hub. A gateway hub provides an entry and exit point into and out of the carrier’s

linehaul network connecting different cities. All cities served by SF Express have a gateway hub

with some large cities having more than one gateway hub. The city operations can cover a large

geographic area, and, as will become clear shortly, can be quite complex. The most challenging

instance used in our computational study, for example, covers a service area of over 4,000 square

miles and has about 200 local hubs feeding a single gateway hub.

In the past, when the fastest delivery option offered to customers was next-day delivery, packages

picked up and delivered in the same city would also be transported to and from the gateway hub

(to the gateway hub on the day they were picked up and from the gateway hub on the day they

were delivered). Now that same-day or even 2-hour and 1-hour delivery options within a city are

offered to customers, a separate same-day service network that does not involve the gateway hub

has evolved (see, for example, Wu et al. 2020). Even though same-day intra-city delivery volume

is growing rapidly, it is still small compared to the inter-city delivery volume.

We focus on the city operations for inter-city packages. A major challenge in these city operations

is that packages arrive at the hubs (both at local hubs and at the gateway hub) throughout the

day and that the gateway hub has limited capacity, in terms of docks for loading and unloading

as well as for sorting packages. Consequently, city operations (have to) take place throughout the

day across multiple shifts.

We develop optimization-based decision support technology for the planning of the transporta-

tion component of the city operations with a focus on minimizing the number of vehicles needed to

serve all demand (pickup and delivery). The main features of the underlying routing and scheduling

problem are that vehicles can make multiple trips during the day, that backhauls are allowed, i.e.,

pickups can follow deliveries in a vehicle trip, and that limited unloading capacity at the gateway

has to be taken into account. There are other complicating factors, such as split delivery and

pickup, and consistency requirements for deliveries to local hubs, which will be discussed in more

detail in Section 3. Our multi-phase heuristic solution approach is able to produce high-quality

vehicle schedules within a limited amount of computing time.

The contributions of this research are summarized as follows:

• We introduce an interesting and challenging routing and scheduling problem arising in the

city operations of a package express carrier.
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• We develop an optimization-based multi-phase solution approach capable of producing high-

quality solutions efficiently.

• We conduct an extensive computational study providing insight into current operations, its

bottlenecks, and potential adjustments to improve efficiency.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review relevant prior research.

In Section 3, we give a detailed description of the city operations. In Section 4, we introduce

an optimization-based multi-phase solution approach. In Section 5, we present and interpret the

results of an extensive computational study. Finally, in Section 6, we briefly discuss insight gained

and potential future research.

2. Literature Review

The city operations of a package express carrier can be viewed as a highly complex variant of a

vehicle routing problem (VRP). In this section, we briefly review relevant VRP literature, i.e., VRP

variants that have features in common with the routing and scheduling environment considered in

this paper.

Motivated by the many complicating features encountered in real-life environments, the research

community has recently started to focus on, so-called, rich VRP models; see Caceres-Cruz et al.

(2014) for a survey. The size and complexity of rich VRP instances tend to make exact approaches

impractical, and therefore researchers usually rely on heuristics to obtain high-quality solutions;

see Vidal et al. (2013a) and Vidal et al. (2013b) for discussions of heuristic solution of VRPs.

The multi-trip VRP and the VRP with backhauls have many industrial applications; Cattaruzza

et al. (2016b) and Koç and Laporte (2018) provide surveys of these two variants. Wassan et al.

(2017) is the only paper we are aware of that considers the combination of these two VRP variants

and proposes a two-level variable neighborhood search method for its solution.

Multi-period routing problems with release dates and due dates have been considered in Archetti

et al. (2015b). Cattaruzza et al. (2016a) introduce a multi-trip VRP with time windows and release

dates, in which goods to be delivered continuously arrive at a city distribution center. Research

on the complexity of routing problems with release dates, e.g., Archetti et al. (2015a) and Reyes

et al. (2018) have provided further insight into this VRP variant.

Most of the VRP literature assumes either instantaneous delivery (or pickup) or, possibly, a fixed

service time at a delivery (or pickup) location. However, when delivery (or pickup) locations have

limited capacity, then delivery routes have to be planned carefully, because otherwise delays may

occur. Lam and Van Hentenryck (2016) consider a vehicle routing problem with pickup and delivery,

time windows, and location congestion. Grangier et al. (2019) consider an environment in which

the number of docks that can be used simultaneously for cross-docking is limited. Both studies
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highlight the fact that accounting for limited loading or unloading capacity is challenging as it

requires simultaneously solving a routing problem and a resource-constrained scheduling problem.

Allowing deliveries or pickups to be split has been shown to be beneficial in many VRP envi-

ronments, but, at the same time, introduces modeling and computational challenges; Archetti and

Speranza (2008) and Irnich et al. (2014) provide surveys, and a summary and analysis of different

formulations and modeling approaches can be found in Munari and Savelsbergh (2020).

Companies often prefer to have the same drivers visit the same customers to increase customer

satisfaction and to create driver familiarity with their tasks, which can be viewed as a consistency

requirement. Consistency requirements have become more prevalent in recent years. Groër et al.

(2009) study a situation when the same driver always visits the same customers at roughly the

same time, and develop a record-to-record travel algorithm for generating high-quality consistent

delivery routes. Kovacs et al. (2015) consider a more general and relaxed version of the previous

problem and demonstrate significant cost savings from allowing more than one driver per customer.

A survey of early solution approaches in which service consistency is acknowledged as side benefit

is provided by Kovacs et al. (2014).

Compared to the many studies focusing on minimizing routing costs, there are relatively few that

focus on fleet sizing, especially in a multi-trip context. Alinaghian and Shokouhi (2018) apply a

hybrid approach integrating adaptive large neighborhood search and variable neighborhood search

to first minimize the number of vehicles and then to minimize the total traversed distance in a

multi-depot multi-compartment vehicle routing problem. Battarra et al. (2009) propose an iterative

solution approach to minimize the fleet size based on decomposition and the use of a self-adaptive

guidance mechanism to increase the likelihood of being able to combine individual trips into multi-

trips. Cattaruzza et al. (2014) develop an iterated local search approach where a labelling procedure

is designed to select paths and assign trips to vehicles, which they show outperforms the algorithm

proposed by Battarra et al. (2009).

There are a number of papers that consider city operations of package service carriers, but none

of them consider as many features as we do in this research. For example, some research considers

either only pickup or only delivery operations (Yan et al. 2013, Pei et al. 2021). Other research

considers both pickup and delivery operations (Sungur et al. 2010, Chang and Yen 2012), but do

not allow multi-trip routes. Other features, such as limited hub capacity, split pickup or delivery,

and strategic fleet sizing, have not been studied in this context.

It is also worth pointing to the growing interest in strategic customer clustering, in daily demand

fluctuation in pickup or delivery services, in sustainability and environmental issues associated

with city operations of package delivery companies, and in the impact of the presence of competing

package express carriers in urban areas, e.g., Bard and Jarrah (2013), Bender et al. (2020), Baldi

et al. (2019), and Perboli and Rosano (2019).
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3. Problem Description

Let D= ({0}∪ N, A) be a directed graph with {0}∪ N a set of nodes representing the gateway hub

(GH) and the local hubs (LHs), respectively, and A a set of directed arcs representing the possibility

to travel between two hubs. A travel time τij ∈R+ and a travel cost cij ∈R+ are associated with

each arc a= (i, j) ∈ A. Demand is partitioned into delivery demand, which becomes available at

the GH and is destined for the LHs, and pickup demand, which becomes available at the LHs and

is destined for the GH. Demand materializes over time during the planning horizon. This aspect is

captured by partitioning the planning horizon into intervals and having a set of delivery demands

D (one for each interval) and a set of pickup demands D̂ (one for each interval). Specifically, let T

be the (ordered) set of end points of the intervals, then delivery demand dit ∈D represents demand

for LH i that becomes available at the GH during the time interval that ends at time t ∈ T and

consists of qit ∈ Z+ packages with total weight wit ∈R+ that need to be dispatched from the GH

before latest departure time υit and have to be delivered and unloaded at the LH before due time

ζit. Pickup demand d̂it ∈ D̂ represents demand for the GH that becomes available at LH i during

the time interval that ends at time t∈ T and consists of q̂it ∈Z+ packages with total weight ŵit ∈R+

that need to be dispatched from the LH before latest departure time υ̂it and have to be delivered

and unloaded at the GH before due time ζ̂it. These timed demands are derived from historical data

and represent estimates of future timed demands. There is a set of non-overlapping delivery shifts

S and a set of non-overlapping pickup shifts Ŝ, where the pickup shifts do not necessarily coincide

with the delivery shifts. Delivery demand for the same LH that becomes available during the same

delivery shift has the same latest departure and due time. Similarly, pickup demand from the same

LH that becomes available during the same pickup shift has the same latest departure and due

time. A heterogeneous fleet of vehicles is available at the GH at the start of the planning period to

serve both delivery demand and pickup demand. Each vehicle type m∈M has a maximum number

of packages Qm ∈ Z+ and a maximum weight Wm ∈ R+ that it can accommodate, and a loading

time τ l
m ∈Z+ and an unloading time τu

m ∈Z+. We assume the availability of an unlimited number

of vehicles of each type. Every LH can accommodate the smallest vehicle type, but not all LHs

can accommodate the larger vehicle types. The set of LHs that can be visited by a vehicle of type

m∈M is denoted by Nm ⊆N .

A solution consists of a set of vehicle routes, each of which consists of a sequence of vehicle

trips. In a vehicle trip, delivery demand has to be served before pickup demand. Thus, a vehicle

trip involves loading delivery demand at the GH, traveling to each LH in the delivery path and

unloading the corresponding delivery demand, traveling to each LH in the pickup path and loading

the corresponding pickup demand, and, finally, traveling back to the GH and unloading the pickup

demand. A vehicle trip can have a delivery path only or a pickup path only, but, for convenience,
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in the discussion below, we assume that a vehicle trip has both a delivery path and a pickup path;

the cases with a delivery path only or a pickup path only can be handled analogously.

For a vehicle trip to be feasible, the vehicle type has to be allowed at all LHs visited and the

total delivery demand and the total pickup demand have to be less than or equal to the vehicle

capacity (in terms of number of packages and weight). We assume that a LH can be visited at most

twice in a vehicle trip, once in the delivery path and once in the pickup path.

We assume that it is possible to load only a fraction of a demand when the remaining vehicle

capacity is insufficient to load the entire demand. Furthermore, since, in practice, it is challenging

and inefficient, operationally, to separate packages with the same destination in a LH, we require

that when a vehicle visits a LH to pick up demand and the vehicle’s remaining capacity is sufficient,

the vehicle picks up all the demand that is available at the time of the visit.

After completing a delivery path, a vehicle has to wait at least φ ∈ R+ units of time before

commencing a pickup path. The delay φ is introduced to capture the fact that often the last LH

of the delivery path is equal to the first LH of the pickup path and the loading of a vehicle cannot

start immediately after the unloading of the vehicle as the dock needs to be cleared of unloaded

packages and the packages to be loaded need to be fetched. After completing a pickup path, a

vehicle has to wait at least φ̂ ∈ R+ units of time before commencing a next trip. The delay φ̂ is

introduced to capture the time it takes to move a vehicle from an unloading dock to a loading dock

(at a gateway hub there are dedicated loading and unloading docks).

The number of LHs visited in a delivery path cannot be more than κ∈Z+. Furthermore, when a

vehicle delivers to κ LHs in one of its trips, it can only deliver to either the same or a subset of these

LHs on any of its other trips. This requirement will be referred to as the consistency requirement,

as it enforces consistency across the delivery paths performed by a vehicle. The main reason for

imposing the consistency requirement is that the loading docks at the gateway hub are dedicated to

a small number, κ, of LHs to simplify the sorting and staging operations at the gateway hub, and

such dedicated dock - destination assignments are common in cross-docking terminals as well (see,

for example, Van Belle et al. 2012). Other considerations relate to the spacing in time of deliveries

at LHs and the driver familiarity with LHs. There is no limit on the number of LHs that can be

visited in a pickup path and the pickup paths of the trips of a vehicle do not have to satisfy any

consistency requirement, as there are no restrictions on the inbound side of the sorting operations.

The GH has U ∈ Z+ docks and thus at most U vehicles can be unloaded simultaneously. If a

vehicle arrives at the GH at a time when U vehicles are being unloaded, it must wait until a dock

becomes available; vehicles are processed in first-in first-out order.

The city operations planning problem seeks to find a set of vehicle routes, where a vehicle route

consists of one or more vehicle trips, that feasibly serves all delivery demand and all pickup demand.
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The objective is to minimize the number of vehicles required, and, given the minimum number of

vehicles required, to minimize the total travel cost of the vehicle routes (where the travel cost of a

vehicle route is the sum of the travel costs of the arcs in the route).

4. Solution Approach

A multi-phase decision framework has been developed which solves a series of optimization problems

to handle the multi-period nature of the problem as well as the different complexities associated

with the delivery and pickup components of the problem.

Algorithm 1 Multi-phase Solution Approach

1: input: directed graph D = ({0} ∪ N, A), delivery and pickup demand D ∪ D̂, delivery and

pickup shifts S ∪ Ŝ

2: output: a set of multi-trip routes R∗ feasibly serving all delivery and pickup demand

3: Determine delivery groups and delivery paths in all delivery shifts s ∈ S based on a set parti-

tioning model (1)

4: Sort delivery and pickup shifts S ∪ Ŝ with shift start times in non-decreasing order

5: R∗←∅

6: for s∈ S ∪ Ŝ do

7: if s∈ S then

8: Extend multiple-trip routes through a set partitioning model (5) to execute delivery paths

in delivery shift s, update R∗

9: else

10: Determine back-haul pickup paths in pickup shift s based on an integer programming

model (2)

11: for δ ∈∆ŝ do

12: Enumerate a set of stand-alone pickup paths that unload during δ

13: Choose stand-alone pickup paths based on an integer programming model (3)

14: Improve stand-alone pickup paths based on a hierarchical local search model (4)

15: end for

16: Extend multiple-trip routes through a set partitioning model (5) to execute pickup paths

in pickup shift s, update R∗

17: end if

18: end for

19: return R∗;
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4.1. Decision framework

The general idea of the proposed decision framework is to start with an empty set of multi-trip

routes and repeatedly extend these routes with trips to serve demands during different parts of the

planning horizon until all demands are served. Algorithm 1 shows a high-level description of our

multi-phase heuristic solution approach.

Because city operations take place across multiple shifts and because demands associated with a

LH that become available during the same shift have the same latest departure time and due time,

we propose a natural time-decomposition approach: solve the planning problem in |S|+ |Ŝ| phases

(or steps) each associated with either a delivery or a pickup shift and processed in nondecreasing

order of their start times. For a given shift, we create delivery and pickup paths that not only

feasibly serve all demands in the shift, but that also anticipate the integration with the evolving

partial multi-trip routes (so as to reduce the total number of required routes); these ideas are

described in more detail in Section 4.2 and 4.3. After processing the individual shifts, the paths are

merged into the partial multiple-trip routes exploiting any flexibility in the start and end times of

the paths; these ideas are described in more detail in Section 4.4.

Because most LHs can only be visited by the smallest vehicle type and because all trips in a

route have to be performed by the same vehicle, we make the simplifying assumption that only the

smallest vehicle type is used.

For convenience, we define for each delivery shift and for each pickup shift the skeleton demand

for a LH (in that shift) as the as-yet unserved demand for that LH with the tightest service time

requirements in the shift, i.e., the demand with the latest available time among all the as-yet

unserved demands in the shift. Skeleton demands have a major impact on the number of routes

required to serve all demands as these demands are the most restricted in terms of delivery or

pickup time.

4.2. The delivery component

Recall that a vehicle performing multiple trips can only deliver to the same group of LHs on each

of its trips. Therefore, to increase the chance that effective multi-trip routes can be constructed,

we assume that the delivery groups and the sequence in which the LHs in a delivery group are

visited are the same for each of the delivery shifts.

This implies that we have to carefully choose delivery groups. Because it is possible that a LH

may have no demand in one of the delivery shifts, and, therefore, that LH does not have to be

visited in that shift, when creating delivery groups, we only group LHs with the same “delivery

pattern”, i.e., we only group LHs that require deliveries in the same set of shifts. Using depth-first

search, we enumerate every possible delivery group, i.e., every unique sequence of LHs satisfying
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the upper bound on the number of LHs visited, and each is considered as a group candidate. Thus,

delivery groups visiting the same set of LHs, but in a different order, are considered to be different

group candidates.

If we assume that vehicles only need to serve delivery demand (so that their trips do not include

pickup paths), then for a given delivery group g ∈G, we can easily compute the minimum number

of vehicles (and associated trips) required to serve the delivery demands of the LHs in the group

(across all delivery shifts). Details of this computation can be found in Appendix A.

Let n1
g ∈Z+ denote the minimum number of vehicles, let n2

g ∈Z+ denote the associated minimum

number of trips, and let cg ∈R+ denote the travel cost required to serve the delivery demands for

the LHs in candidate group g ∈G. We use hierarchical optimization to choose delivery groups from

among the possible candidate groups. Let Gi ⊆G denote the set of delivery group candidates that

include LH i and let yg be a binary decision variable representing whether candidate group g ∈G

is chosen (yg = 1) or not (yg = 0). We solve the following hierarchical optimization model:

min
∑
g∈G

n1
gyg (Phase 1)

min
∑
g∈G

n2
gyg (Phase 2)

min
∑
g∈G

cgyg (Phase 3)

s.t.∑
g∈Gi

yg = 1 ∀i∈N ; (1a)

yg ∈ {0,1} ∀g ∈G. (1b)

That is, the set partitioning model seeks to minimize the number of vehicles needed to feasibly

serve all delivery demands in Phase 1, to minimize the number of trips while ensuring the minimum

number of vehicles is used in Phase 2, and to minimize the travel cost while ensuring the minimum

number of vehicles and trips are used in Phase 3. Constraints (1a) ensure that each LH is assigned

to exactly one delivery group. Constraints (1b) define the variables and their domains. Observe that

because all possible candidate groups are enumerated (which implies that every possible delivery

subgroup of a delivery group is present as well), the selected delivery groups will form a partition

of the set of LHs.

The chosen set of delivery groups implies a set of delivery paths. Each of these delivery paths

has some flexibility in terms of the departure time from the GH and the time of the delivery at the

last LH in the path. In the integration phase of the approach, this flexibility is exploited to merge

delivery paths (as well as pickup paths) into the evolving (partial) multi-trip routes.
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4.3. The pickup component

Whereas the primary challenge in the delivery component is the consistency requirement across

trips performed by the same vehicle, the primary challenge in the pickup component is the limited

unloading capacity at the GH.

For each pickup shift ŝ ∈ Ŝ, we partition the time interval between the earliest possible unload

start time and the latest possible unload end time into a sequence of non-overlapping time intervals

∆ŝ = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δ|∆ŝ|}, where the length of each time interval equals the unloading time of the

smallest vehicle. Thus, the end time of interval δi equals the start time of interval δi+1 for 1≤ i≤

|∆ŝ| − 1 and the end time of interval δ|∆ŝ| equals the latest time the unloading of a vehicle can

be completed in pickup shift ŝ. Let ∆ =
⋃
ŝ∈Ŝ ∆ŝ, and let τδ ∈Z+ denote the start time of interval

δ ∈∆. We assume that the unloading operation of any pickup path occurs during one of the time

intervals δ ∈∆.

When processing a shift, we create two sets of pickup paths for vehicle trips, back-haul pickup

paths and stand-alone pickup paths, to feasibly serve the pickup demands in the shift. We also

introduce a, so-called, anticipation mechanism to increase the chance of being able to merge the

created pickup paths with existing partial multi-trip routes.

4.3.1. Anticipation mechanism We try to discourage the creation of pickup paths that

cannot be connected to existing partial routes, and, thereby hope to decrease the number of vehicles

required to serve the demands.

More specifically, each time we create a tentative back-haul or stand-alone pickup path origi-

nating at a LH i, we determine a, so-called, critical time τ ∗i , the minimum of the latest possible

departure time from LH i (in the shift) and the earliest possible time an existing partial route

can depart from LH i, and force the pickup path to depart at or after this critical time, but at or

before the latest possible departure time. After a tentative back-haul or stand-alone pickup path

originating at LH i has been created, we connect it to the partial multi-trip route that arrives

at LH i as close as possible to the critical time. This partial route will be excluded from the list

of partial multi-trip routes when determining the critical times for subsequently created tentative

pickup paths.

This anticipation mechanism has some similarities to the adaptive guidance mechanism adopted

in Battarra et al. (2009) and Cattaruzza et al. (2014). However, our anticipation mechanism is

simpler to incorporate in a multi-trip route construction environment as no critical feature detection

procedure is required. Also, our anticipation mechanism does not require iterative execution and,

thus, reduces the computational effort required.
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4.3.2. The back-haul pickup problem Rather than forcing vehicles to return to the GH

after performing deliveries, allowing vehicles to perform pickups on their way back to the GH, i.e.,

allowing back-hauls, can potentially reduce the number of vehicles required and the transportation

cost by taking advantage of otherwise unused capacity.

The back-haul pickup problem for a shift seeks to find a set of pickup paths that can be connected

to the delivery paths for the shift. For each delivery path, we try to construct a set of potential

(a) case one (b) case two

Figure 1 Back-haul Pickup Path Creation Illustration

back-haul pickup paths. Two situations need to be considered, illustrated in Figure 1. In the

situation depicted on the left, the vehicle performing the delivery path under consideration is

scheduled to perform another delivery path after returning to the GH. Therefore, the potential

back-haul pickup paths have to be such that they can feasibly be performed between the two

delivery paths. In Figure 1a, the green lines represent two consecutive delivery trips of a partial

route ((0, τ̄0), (i, τ̄i), (j, τ̄j), (k, τ̄k), (0, τ̄k + τk0), and (0, τ̄
′
0), (i, τ̄

′
i ), (j, τ̄

′
j), (k, τ̄

′
k), (0, τ̄

′
k + τk0)).

For simplicity, assume that loading and unloading are instantaneous. A feasible back-haul pickup

path (represented in red) visiting LH x and LH y at times τ̄x and τ̄y, respectively, has to satisfy

τ̄x ≥ τ̄k + φ+ τkx, τ̄y ≥ τ̄x + τxy, and min{ζxy, τ̄
′
0 − φ̂} ≥ τ̄y + τy0, where ζxy = ζx = ζy represents

the due time of pickup demand served by the pickup path. In the situation depicted on the right,

the vehicle performing the delivery path under consideration does not have to perform another

delivery path after returning to the GH. In Figure 1b, the green lines represent the last delivery

trip performed in the partial route. A feasible back-haul pickup path (represented in red) visiting

LH x and LH y at times τ̄x and τ̄y, respectively, has to satisfy τ̄x ≥ τ̄k +φ+ τkx, τ̄y ≥ τ̄x + τxy, and

ζxy ≥ τ̄y + τy0, where ζxy = ζx = ζy represents the due time of pickup demand served by the pickup

path.

In both situations, we force the back-haul pickup paths to depart at or after the critical time

(at LH x). In order to use fewer trips to serve pickup demands, we restrict ourselves to back-haul

pickup paths that visit a LH only if the visit time equals either the time when (1) the skeleton
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demand becomes available, or when (2) all demands in the pickup shift becoming available after

the visit time sum up to the vehicle capacity (in which case a single visit to the LH to pickup

these demands suffices). Also, to increase our chances of being able to connect the resulting pickup

paths to delivery paths, we limit the number of LHs visited in the shift by back-haul pickup paths

to κ̂ŝb ∈Z+ and we enforce an LH is visited at most once by a back-haul pickup path in the shift.

After enumerating all back-haul pickup paths satisfying the above requirements, we use hierar-

chical optimization to choose back-haul pickup paths. Let P denote the set of delivery paths for

the shift, let P̂ denote the set of candidate back-haul pickup paths, and let nb ∈ Z+ denote the

number of LHs visited in back-haul pickup path b ∈ P̂ . For convenience, let P̂d denote the set of

candidate pickup paths that could serve as back-hauls for delivery path d∈ P , let ∆ŝ
b denote the set

of possible time intervals in the shift during which back-haul pickup path b∈ P̂ can unload, and let

P̂i denote the set of back-haul pickup paths that visit LH i. Let binary variable λb indicate whether

back-haul trip b∈ P̂ is selected (λb = 1) or not (λb = 0) and let binary variable ηδbd indicate whether

back-haul pickup path b ∈ P̂ serves as back-haul for delivery path d ∈ P and unloads during time

period δ ∈∆ŝ
b (ηδbd = 1) or not (ηδbd = 0). We solve the following hierarchical optimization problem:

max
∑
b∈P̂

nbλb (Phase 1)

min
∑
d∈P

∑
b∈P̂d

∑
δ∈∆ŝ

b

τδη
δ
bd (Phase 2)

s.t.∑
b∈P̂d

∑
δ∈∆ŝ

b

ηδbd ≤ 1 ∀d∈ P ; (2a)

∑
d∈P :b∈P̂d

∑
δ∈∆ŝ

b

ηδbd = λb ∀b∈ P̂ ; (2b)

∑
d∈P

∑
b∈P̂d:δ∈∆ŝ

b

ηδbd ≤U ∀δ ∈∆ŝ; (2c)

∑
b∈P̂i

λb ≤ 1 ∀i∈N ; (2d)

λb ∈ {0,1} ∀b∈ P̂ ; (2e)

ηδbd ∈ {0,1} ∀d∈ P ∀b∈ P̂d ∀δ ∈∆ŝ
b. (2f)

That is, the integer program seeks to maximize the number of LHs visited by the chosen back-

haul pickup paths in Phase 1, and to minimize the sum of the unload start times of the chosen

back-haul pickup paths while ensuring the maximum number of LHs visited in Phase 2. Constraints

(2a) ensure that at most one back-haul pickup path is chosen for each delivery path. Constraints
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(2b) ensure that each chosen back-haul pickup path unloads during one of the available time

intervals at the GH. Constraints (2c) ensure that the number of chosen back-haul pickup paths

that unload during the same time interval at the GH does not exceed the number of vehicles that

can simultaneous unload at the GH. Constraints (2d) ensure that a LH is visited at most once in

the shift. Constraints (2e) and (2f) define the variables and their domains.

The chosen set of back-haul pickup paths forms a subset of the pickup paths to be merged with

the partial multi-trip routes in the integration problem. Each back-haul pickup path has some

flexibility in its start and end time, depending on the set of demands served and the LHs visited

by the path.

4.3.3. The stand-alone pickup problem The stand-alone pickup problem for a shift seeks

to find a set of pickup paths serving the pickup demands that are not served by the back-haul

pickup paths for the shift.

More specifically, stand-alone pickup paths are created using any remaining capacity in the

unloading time intervals at the GH in reverse chronological order (because the later we visit a LH

the more demand we may be able to pickup). For a given time interval δ ∈∆ŝ, we use breadth-first

search to generate a set of candidate stand-alone pickup paths with the following characteristics:

• Unloading at the GH takes place during time interval δ;

• No more than κ̂ŝa ∈Z+ LHs are visited, each LH is visited once, and travel times between LHs

visited consecutively are relatively small;

• Departure from the first LH is no earlier than its critical time;

• Time constraints of the pickup demands loaded are respected.

• At each LH visited demands that have become available later are loaded first until either all

demands available at the time of the visit have been loaded or until the vehicle capacity is

reached (the last demand loaded can be split and partially loaded).

For a given unloading time interval δ, a path-based integer programming model is used to choose

a subset of the candidate stand-alone pickup paths. Let P̂ δ denote the set of candidate stand-alone

pickup paths, let U δ denote the number of additional paths that can unload in time interval δ (in

addition to the back-haul pickup paths that unload during the time interval), and let dp denote

the size of the demands served by stand-alone pickup path p ∈ P̂ δ, where size is expressed as a

fraction of the vehicle capacity and based on the number of packages as well as the weight of the

packages (choosing the maximum of the two relative to the vehicle capacity). In order to minimize

the number of pickup paths needed to serve remaining pickup demand, we compute and use two

evaluation metrics for each of the enumerated pickup paths. We prefer pickup paths that visit a LH

after its skeleton demand becomes available, or at a time when the demand that becomes available
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after that time sums up to the vehicle capacity. Let Np ⊆N denote the set of LHs visited by pickup

path p∈ P̂ δ. Let ψ1
ip = 1 if pickup path p visits LH i at a desirable time and ψ1

ip = 0 otherwise, and

let dip denote the size of the demands available at LH i at the time that pickup path p visits LH i,

where size is expressed as a multiple of the vehicle capacity and based on the number of packages

as well as the weight of the packages (choosing the maximum of the two relative to the vehicle

capacity). Note that the size of the demands available at LH i may exceed the vehicle capacity.

The first evaluation metric ψ1
p for path p ∈ P̂ δ is defined as ψ1

p =
∑

i∈Np ψ
1
ip × ddipe. For each LH

visited in pickup path p, we can determine the difference between the earliest time its skeleton

demand can be delivered at the GH (assuming a direct dispatch from the LH to the GH) and the

start time of time interval δ. The second evaluation metric ψ2
p for path p∈ P̂ δ is defined to be the

average of these differences for the LHs visited in pickup path p.

(a) case one (b) case two

Figure 2 Stand-Alone Pickup Path Example

To illustrate, consider the two pickup paths in Figure 2. The pickup paths visit LHs i, j, and k at

times τ̄i (τ̄i ≥ τ ∗i ), τ̄j, and τ̄k, respectively, and start unloading at the GH at time τ̄0. For simplicity,

we assume that loading at the LHs is instantaneous, that there is no waiting at any of LHs, and that

the total demand at the LHs is less than the vehicle capacity. As before, the dashed arcs represent

pickup demand becoming available at a LH. The skeleton demands dit∗i , djt∗j , and dkt∗
k

become

available at t∗i , t
∗
j , and t∗k, respectively. As the pickup path in Figure 2a visits LH i before its skeleton

demand becomes available, but visits LH j and LH k after their skeleton demands become available,

we have ψ1
ip = 0 and ψ1

jp = ψ1
kp = 1. Because the vehicle capacity is larger than the total demand,

ddipe= ddjpe= ddkpe= 1 and first evaluation metric is ψ1
p =ψ1

ip×ddipe+ψ1
jp×ddjpe+ψ1

kp×ddkpe=

2. The second evaluation metric is ψ2
p = 1

3
× ((τδ − τi0− t∗i ) + (τδ − τj0− t∗j ) + (τδ − τk0− t∗k)). Now

consider the pickup path in Figure 2b. Because this pickup path also visits LH i after its skeleton

demand becomes available, ψ1
ip = 1 and the value of the first evaluation metric is ψ1

p = 3. The value

of the second evaluation metric ψ2
p remains the same.
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For convenience, let P̂ δ
i ⊆ P̂ δ denote the set of enumerated pickup paths that visit LH i. Let

binary variable zp indicate whether pickup path p ∈ P̂ δ is chosen (zp = 1) or not (zp = 0). The

hierarchical optimization problem for choosing pickup paths that unload in interval δ is as follows:

max
∑
p∈P̂ δ

ψ1
pzp (Phase 1)

min
∑
p∈P̂ δ

ψ2
pzp (Phase 2)

max
∑
p∈P̂ δ

dpzp (Phase 3)

s.t.∑
p∈P̂ δ

zp ≤U δ; (3a)

∑
p∈P̂ δi

zp ≤ 1 ∀i∈N ; (3b)

zp ∈ {0,1} ∀p∈ P̂ δ. (3c)

That is, the path-based model seeks to maximize the sum of the first evaluation metrics ψ1
p

for chosen pickup paths in Phase 1, to minimize the sum of the second evaluation metrics ψ2
p for

the chosen pickup paths while ensuring the first evaluation metric does not deteriorate, and to

maximize the total demand served while ensuring that the first and second evaluation metrics do

not deteriorate in Phase 3. Constraint (3a) ensures that at most U δ pickup paths unload during

time period δ. Constraints (3b) ensure that a LH is visited at most once by the chosen pickup

paths. Constraints (3c) define the variables and their domains.

To keep the number of enumerated stand-alone pickup paths manageable, we have imposed a

number of (artificial) restrictions during the enumeration. Next, we remove these restrictions and

use local search to explore whether the chosen paths can be improved. To do so, we take the LHs

visited on the chosen pickup paths and formulate and solve a vehicle routing problem with time

windows to see if the same demands can be served using fewer paths and incurring lower travel

costs. This may be possible because we remove the restriction on the number of LHs visited with

a pickup path and we remove the restriction that travel times between LHs consecutively need to

be relatively small.

Let N δ denote the set of LHs visited by the chosen pickup paths, and let q
′
i and w

′
i denote the

number of packages and the weight of the packages picked up at LH i, respectively. Furthermore,

let e
′
i and `

′
i denote the earliest time (all) these packages are available at LH i and the latest time

(all) these packages can be at LH i, respectively. Let |∆ŝ| denote the length of the shift, and let Q,
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W , and τ l denote the maximum number of packages, the maximum weight, and the loading time

of a vehicle, respectively. Let binary decision variable xij indicate whether a vehicle travels directly

from hub i to hub j (xij = 1) or not (xij = 0), let continuous variable ρi indicate the arrival time

at hub i ∈N δ ∪ {0′} (before loading or unloading starts), and let continuous variables αi and βi

indicate the number and the weight of packages on the vehicle before it starts loading or unloading

at hub i∈N δ ∪{0′}, respectively. The hierarchical local search model is formulated as follows:

min
∑
i∈Nδ

x0i (Phase 1)

min
∑
i∈Nδ

∑
j∈Nδ∪{0′}

cijxij (Phase 2)

s.t.∑
j∈Nδ∪{0′}

xij = 1 ∀i∈N δ; (4a)

∑
j∈{0}∪Nδ

xji = 1 ∀i∈N δ; (4b)

∑
i∈Nδ

xi0′ ≤U δ; (4c)

αi + q
′

i ≤ αj +Q(1−xij) ∀i∈N δ, j ∈N δ ∪{0′}; (4d)

βi +w
′

i ≤ βj +W (1−xij) ∀i∈N δ, j ∈N δ ∪{0′}; (4e)

ρi + τ l + τij ≤ ρj + |∆ŝ|(1−xij) ∀i∈N δ, j ∈N δ ∪{0′}; (4f)

ρi ≥ t∗i − |∆ŝ|(1−x0i) ∀i∈N δ; (4g)

ρi ≥ e
′

i ∀i∈N δ; (4h)

ρi + τ l ≤ `
′

i ∀i∈N δ; (4i)

ρ0′ = τδ; (4j)

xij ∈ {0,1} ∀i∈ {0}∪N δ, j ∈N δ ∪{0′}; (4k)

0≤ αi ≤Q ∀i∈N δ ∪{0′}; (4l)

0≤ βi ≤W ∀i∈N δ ∪{0′}; (4m)

ρi ≥ 0 ∀i∈N δ ∪{0′}. (4n)

That is, the local search model seeks to minimize the total number of pickup paths in Phase 1,

and to minimize the total travel cost of pickup paths while ensuring no more than the minimum

number of pickup paths is used in Phase 2. Constraints (4a) and (4b) ensure that each LH is

visited exactly once. Constraint (4c) enforces that the number paths does not exceed the unloading

capacity at the GH. Constraints (4d) and (4e) ensure that a vehicle can only be loaded up to its
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capacity. Constraints (4f) establish the relationship between the vehicle’s arrival time at a hub and

its immediate predecessor. Constraints (4g) ensure that pickup paths start at or after the critical

time at the first LH. Constraints (4h) ensure that demands can only be loaded after they become

available. Constraints (4i) ensure that vehicles serving demands depart no later than their latest

departure time. Constraints (4j) ensure that the pickup paths start unloading at the right time.

Constraints (4k), (4l), (4m) and (4n) impose the domains of decision variables. Observe that the

solution from the path-based model provides an initial feasible solution for this local search model,

which allows the model to be solved relatively quickly.

If after determining stand-alone pickup paths that unload during time interval δl, there are

remaining unserved demands at the LHs, we seek to find stand-alone pickup paths that unload

during the preceding time interval δl−1. The sets of back-haul and stand-alone pickup paths chosen

for the shift will be merged with the partial multi-trip routes in the integration problem.

4.4. Integration problem

At the end of each shift, after the delivery and pickup paths for the shift have been chosen, we

solve an integration problem. In the integration problem, we seek to extend the existing partial

multi-trip routes with the paths for the shift. If necessary, new partial multi-trip routes are created.

The goal is to end up with a minimum number of partial multi-trip routes.

Depth-first search is used to enumerate all feasible partial multi-trip routes that include at least

one of the existing multi-trip routes or one of the delivery and pickup paths for the shift. Any

flexibility in the start and end time of the existing partial routes and the delivery and pickup paths

is taken into account during the enumeration. For a pickup path this means that we allow the

unloading time interval to change if feasible. If the shift is a delivery shift, then the consistency

requirements are respected during the enumeration.

Let R′ denote the set of existing partial multi-trip routes, let P denote the set of delivery and

pickup paths for the shift, and let R denote the set of enumerated partial multi-trip routes. For

each partial route r ∈ R, let cr denote the travel cost of the partial r and let ∆̃r denote the set

of feasible sets of time intervals during which the pickup paths in the partial route can unload

at the GH (a partial route can include multiple pickup paths each unloading at the GH during a

particular time interval δ ∈∆Ŝ).

Let ∆̃δ denote the set of feasible sets of time intervals that include δ. Let Rp denote the set

of partial routes that include path p ∈ P . Let Rr′ denote the set of partial routes that include

partial route r′ ∈R′. Let binary variable ξr indicate whether partial multi-trip route r ∈R is chosen

(ξr = 1) or not (ξr = 0) and let binary variable θσr indicate whether the pickup paths in partial

multi-trip route r use feasible set of unloading time intervals σ ∈ ∆̃r (θσr = 1) or not (θσr = 0).
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The hierarchical optimization model that determines the new set of partial multi-trip routes is as

follows:

min
∑
r∈R

ξr (Phase 1)

min
∑
r∈R

crξr (Phase 2)

min
∑
r∈R

∑
σ∈∆̃r

(
∑
δ∈σ

τδ)θ
σ
r (Phase 3)

s.t.∑
r∈Rp

ξr = 1 ∀p∈ P ; (5a)∑
r∈Rr′

ξr = 1 ∀r′ ∈R′; (5b)

∑
σ∈∆̃r

θσr = ξr ∀r ∈R; (5c)

∑
r∈R

∑
σ∈∆̃δ

θσr ≤U ∀δ ∈∆Ŝ; (5d)

θσr ∈ {0,1} ∀σ ∈ ∆̃r ∀r ∈R; (5e)

ξr ∈ {0,1} ∀r ∈R. (5f)

That is, the model seeks to minimize the number of partial multi-trip routes needed to perform

the existing partial routes and delivery and pickup paths for the shift in Phase 1, to minimize the

total travel cost of the chosen partial routes while ensuring a minimum number of partial routes

is used in Phase 2, and to minimize the sum of start times of the unloading time intervals of the

pickup paths in the chosen routes while ensuring a minimum number of partial routes of minimum

travel cost is used in Phase 3. Constraints (5a) ensure that each path in the shift is included in

exactly one partial route. Constraints (5b) ensure that each existing partial route is included in

exactly one (new) partial route. Constraints (5c) ensure that the pickup paths of a chosen partial

route unload using one of the feasible sets of unloading time intervals. Constraints (5d) ensure that

the upper bound on the number of vehicles that can unload simultaneously is respected for each

unloading time interval. Constraints (5e) and (5f) define the variables and their domains.

After processing all shifts we obtain a set of multi-trip routes that feasibly serve all delivery and

pickup demands.

5. Computational Study

In this section, we first present an in-depth analysis of one of the most challenging city operations

of this type in the SF Express service network. We provide details of the environment as well as
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the schedules generated by the the decision framework. After that, we consider three other city

operations, providing fewer specifics and focusing on differences and their impact.

The decision framework has been coded in Python and uses Gurobi 8.1.1 to solve integer pro-

grams. All experiments have been performed in a single thread of a dedicated Intel Xeon ES-2630

2.3GHz processor with 50GB RAM running Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 7.4. It takes around

20 minutes of computing time to generate schedules for each of the four city operations.

In the first service area considered, referred to as instance I1, SF Express operates 1 GH and

192 LHs; the service area with its GH and LHs is shown in Figure 3a. The average and standard

deviation of travel distances and travel times between the hubs are 53 and 35 kilometers, and 54

and 27 minutes, respectively. The capacities of the vehicles in the fleet, i.e., maximum number of

packages (Qm) and maximum weight of packages (Wm), and their loading time (τum) and unloading

time (τ lm) can be found in Table 1. Figure 3b shows the largest vehicle type that each LH can

accommodate.

(a) hub geography for I1 (b) vehicle restriction for I1

Figure 3 Hub Network for I1

The demand for a representative day is captured by partitioning the day into 144 time intervals

of 10 minutes. (The use of a coarser time discretization to define demand would not affect the
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Table 1 Vehicle Information

vehicle type m Qm Wm τ lm τum

A 800 1500 10 7

B 1000 1800 10 8

C 1200 2000 10 9

D 2000 4500 10 18

applicability of the proposed solution approach.) Each delivery demand is characterized by a time

interval (one of the 144 time intervals in the planning horizon), a destination LH, the number of

packages, and the weight of the packages. Each pickup demand is characterized by a time interval,

an origin LH, the number of packages, and the weight of the packages. Figures 4a and 4b show

the cumulative weight of the delivery demands arriving at the GH for a typical LH over time, as

well as the cumulative weight of the pickup demands arriving at this LH for the GH over time,

respectively.

(a) delivery package (b) pickup package

Figure 4 Cumulative Package Weight (kgs) VS. Demand Arrival Time Example

There are four delivery shifts and four pickup shifts, each with associated latest departure times

at the origins (υit, υ̂it) and due times at the destinations (ζit, ζ̂it) for demands to be served in a

shift, illustrated in Appendix B. Each delivery and pickup demand has to be served in a particular

shift (based on the time interval during which the packages arrive). Demands that become available

after the latest load start time of the last shift have to be served in the first shift (in practice, these

demands are served in the first shift on the next day). Table 2 shows the number of LHs requiring

service during each of the delivery and pickup shifts (|N s|), as well as the total number of packages

to be served (Qs) and the total weight of the packages to be served. The weight of packages to

be served at each of the LHs and for each delivery and pickup shift are shown in Appendix C. As

expected, it shows that highest delivery weights are seen in the first delivery shift (representing

mostly packages that have arrived at the GH from other cities during the night), and that highest
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pickup weights are seen in the last pickup shift (representing mostly packages that will depart from

the GH to other cities during the night). Package express carriers operating in a market with a

smaller package volume or operating a gateway hub with larger loading and unloading capacities

may not have to employ multiple shifts, in which case the proposed solution approach may not be

suited.

Table 2 Shift Information for I1

shift s
delivery pickup

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

|N s| 192 132 192 192 142 191 168 189

Qs 103,697 14,257 31,628 18,371 23,594 17,083 37,900 61,133

W s 146,006 29,748 58,279 21,086 40,100 27,642 67,050 126,051

After unloading at the last LH in a delivery path a vehicle has to remain at the LH for at least

15 minutes before traveling to the first LH in a pickup path (φ= 15). After completing a trip, a

vehicle has to remain at the GH for at least 15 minutes before it can start its next trip (φ̂= 15).

The GH has 11 unloading docks and, thus, can unload at most 11 vehicles simultaneously (U = 11).

In practice, the number of loading docks at the GH is not restrictive. The maximum number of

LHs visited in a delivery path is 3, i.e., κ= 3; as mentioned before, this is due to dedicating loading

docks at the GH to a small number of LHs.

Instance characteristics and preliminary computational experiments were used to determine

parameter values that ensure high solution quality. For example, when processing a pickup shift,

we try not to create pickup paths with a long duration as this restricts the creation of candidate

delivery paths with early start times in subsequent shifts. The number of LHs visited on a back-

haul pickup path is limited to two in every pickup shift. When enumerating stand-alone pickup

paths, the number of LHs visited is limited to three in the first and second pickup shifts, to one

in the third pickup shift, and to two in the fourth pickup shift, and the travel times between LHs

visited consecutively cannot exceed 25 minutes.

The LHs have one of two delivery patterns: either the LH requires deliveries in the first, third,

and fourth delivery shift (60 LHs) or the LH requires deliveries in all four delivery shifts (132

LHs). After enumerating 15,213 candidate delivery groups, 74 delivery groups are chosen using our

hierarchical optimization approach. The minimum number of vehicles required to serve delivery

demand is 137 and the associated minimum number of trips is 370.

Table 3 presents critical statistics for the solutions produced by the multi-phase decision frame-

work for each of the eight shifts: the number of new paths created (|P |), for the new paths created
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the average vehicle utilization (µs), the average travel time (τ s), the average travel distance (cs),

and the average number of visited LHs (ns), and the number (|R|) and travel cost (C) of the partial

multi-trip routes after integrating the new paths.

Table 3 Multi-Phase Decision Framework Results for I1

phase shift s path type |P | µs τ s cs ns |R| C

1 1st delivery delivery 169 78.10% 59.49 52.57 2.56 133 1.72 ×104

2 2nd delivery delivery 51 39.08% 50.88 44.34 2.59 133 2.16 ×104

3 1st pickup
back-haul 0 − − − −

133 2.21 ×104

stand-alone 54 59.21% 58.28 51.78 2.74

4 3rd delivery delivery 76 55.49% 62.88 57.50 2.59 133 3.03 ×104

5 2nd pickup
back-haul 46 19.90% 60.50 61.53 1.65

133 3.52 ×104

stand-alone 54 26.92% 59.69 58.39 2.26

6 4th delivery delivery 74 31.18% 62.82 57.43 2.59 137 4.32 ×104

7 3rd pickup
back-haul 84 51.55% 53.65 51.42 2.00

137 4.38 ×104

stand-alone 14 77.88% 50.00 47.86 1.50

8 4th pickup
back-haul 0 − − − −

147 5.56 ×104

stand-alone 147 64.81% 55.81 55.36 1.67

We observe that even after processing the first two pickup shifts, the number of partial multi-trip

routes is still equal to the number of partial multi-trip routes after processing the first delivery

shift, which shows that the pickup paths created in these first two pickup shifts can easily be

“sandwiched” between the delivery paths. It is also evident that the large number of packages to

be picked up in the last pickup shift (and the large weight of these packages) in combination with

the limited unloading capacity at the GH cause the number of required multi-trip routes to jump

(from 137 to 147); there are 10 vehicles performing single-trip routes in the last pickup shift.

We “depict” the 147 multi-trip routes in Appendix D, where different activities are represented

using different colors (the load start times at origins and the unload end times at destinations of

all delivery and pickup paths are shown). Four vertical dashed reference lines indicate the latest

unload end times at the GH for the pickup paths in the four pickup shifts. The multi-trip routes

are given in order on non-decreasing end times. This figure also clearly demonstrates that the last

pickup shift is the “bottleneck”. Consequently, to further reduce the number of multi-trip routes

(required vehicles), changes or efficiency improvements have to be found that provide additional

flexibility in the last pickup shift.

The dock utilization at the GH is shown in Figure 5, where we give the number of docks in use

at different times during the planning period.
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Figure 5 Number of Utilized Docks

We show the arrival times of delivery and pickup paths (ρit and ρ̂it) at the LHs during the

planning period in Appendix E, where due times of delivery paths and latest departure times of

pickup paths are also depicted for reference.

To assess the quality of the solution produced by the multi-phase decision framework for this

instance, we compute a simple lower bound based on ideas introduced in Kontoravdis and Bard

(1995). In the context of a vehicle routing problem with time windows, they propose to construct

an incompatibility graph in which nodes represent customers and edges represent pairs of customers

that cannot be visited in the same route. The size of a maximum clique in this graph provides a

lower bound on the number of routes needed to serve all customers.

For each shift in our setting, we use a similar idea to compute a lower bound on the number

of routes needed for serving the demand in the shift. Specifically, we construct an incompatibility

graph in which nodes represent LHs and edges represent pairs of LHs for which the skeleton demand

cannot be served on the same route (i.e., there will be an edge between nodes representing LH

i and LH j if the skeleton demands dit∗i and djt∗j cannot be served in the same route due to the

available and latest departure times at origins and the due times at destinations).

Because skeleton demand at a LH represents only a fraction of the demand of that LH and

because other restrictions are ignored, e.g., the limit on the number of vehicles that can simulta-

neously unload at the GH, the minimum idle time between consecutive paths, and the capacity of

the vehicles performing trips, the size of the maximum clique in the incompatibility graph provides

a (possibly weak) lower bound on the number of routes required to serve the demand in the shift.

Table 4 reports the lower bounds obtained for each delivery and pickup shift in this manner. The

maximum lower bound (over the eight shifts) is 129 vehicles, and, not surprisingly, is obtained in

the last pickup shift.

For completeness sake, the available and latest departure times of the skeleton demands in the

last shift are shown in Figure 6.
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Table 4 Lower Bound: Maximum Clique

shift
delivery pickup

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

lower bound 11 14 22 9 31 59 49 129

Figure 6 Skeleton Demand Timings in the 4th Pickup Shift

Given that the solution produced by the multi-phase decision framework uses 147 multi-trip

routes, which is less than 15% above the (possibly weak) lower bound of 129, we feel confident the

solution produced is of high quality.

Next, we briefly summarize the characteristics of the three other city operations considered. The

number of LHs (|N |), the average and standard deviation of travel distances (c̄ij, c̃ij) and travel

times (τ̄ij, τ̃ij), the number of delivery shifts and pickup shifts (|S|, |Ŝ|), and the number of unload

docks at the GH (U) can be found in Table 5. For each of the three instances, the number of

Table 5 Basic characteristics for I2, I3 and I4

instance |N | c̄ij c̃ij τ̄ij τ̃ij |S| |Ŝ| U

I2 87 25 21 35 18 4 6 19

I3 51 42 28 45 20 5 5 9

I4 79 59 38 58 27 4 4 10

LHs requiring service during each of the delivery and pickup shifts and the total weight of the

packages to be served are shown in Table 6. The service areas with the GH and LHs are shown in

Appendix F. Except for the unloading time of the smallest vehicle type, which is 10 minutes, other

aspects, such as demand partition, vehicle capacity, vehicle loading time, the minimum idle time

between delivery and pickup path in the same trip, the minimum idle time between consecutive

trips performed by the same vehicle, and the maximum number of LHs visited in a delivery path

are the same as in I1.
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Table 6 Shift information for I2, I3, and I4

instance shift s
delivery pickup

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

I2
|Ns| 77 77 77 77 - 78 87 87 84 87 6

W s 157,123 19,109 27,348 35,128 - 124,953 29,671 25,438 9,484 13,939 833

I3
|Ns| 50 50 28 39 23 43 47 47 40 50 -

W s 107,024 19,910 14,057 12,491 4,509 148,106 30,651 20,065 5,071 14,281 -

I4
|Ns| 78 67 79 79 - 77 75 57 26 - -

W s 97,808 21,230 27,728 11,226 - 160,139 44,081 7,879 18,676 - -

There are a few notable differences compared to I1. There are more shifts in I2 and I3 compared

to I1, which implies more frequent deliveries to a LH and more frequent pickups from a LH.

Furthermore, the highest pickup weights in these three instances are seen in the first pickup shifts

rather than in the last pickup shifts, and the difference between the latest departure time of pickup

demands and the available time of skeleton delivery demands in adjacent shifts is much smaller,

which reduces the opportunities to find pickup paths that can be linked to delivery paths.

Appendix G presents critical statistics for the solutions produced by the multi-phase decision

framework for the three instances. As expected, the large weight of packages to be picked up in the

first pickup shifts, the time conflicts between the first pickup shifts and preceding delivery shifts,

as well as the limited unloading capacity at the GH cause the number of required multi-trip routes

to jump after processing the first pickup shifts. For completeness sake, we also show the resulting

multiple routes for the three instances in Appendix H, Appendix I and Appendix J, respectively.

Finally, we compare the schedules produced by the multi-phase solution approach (MSA) with

the schedules used in practice by SF Express in terms of the number of vehicles used, |R| (we only

compare the number of vehicle to protect other more confidential information); see Table 7. Of

course this is not a perfect, or even fair, comparison, but indicates the potential for cost reductions

and the value that the use of the proposed technology might bring.

Table 7 Comparison with the schedules used in practice.

Instance |R| Reduction

I1 147 >25%

I2 109 >20%

I3 69 >15%

I4 142 >25%
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6. Final Remarks

Due to the scale and complexity of the city operations of package express carrier SF Express, the

planning of these city operations is a time-consuming and challenging task. We have developed

an effective optimization-based multi-phase heuristic solution approach seeking to minimize the

number of vehicles required to time-feasibly serve demand (and to minimize the travel costs given

the minimum required fleet).

Insight gained from the development of the decision framework is summarized below:

• When planning operations that take place across multiple shifts, it is useful to consider a

time-decomposition approach that solves the planning problem in phases.

• Properly managing the interaction between the shifts (i.e., between the phases) is critical

and challenging. For example, minimizing the number of vehicles in one shift may result in

a larger than necessary fleet size for the entire planning horizon. To ensure global solution

quality encouraging and discouraging the use of certain types of (delivery and pickup) paths

in individual shifts is necessary.

• In this particular environment, the consistency requirement and the limited unloading capac-

ity at the GH are the main challenges when trying to minimize the fleet size. Pre-defining

candidate “delivery groups” of LHs (and a visit sequence within each group) and pre-defining

time intervals for unloading operations help deal with these challenges.

Currently, SF Express also imposes consistency requirements in the creation of pickup paths in

their planning model as this simplifies the problem complexity and allows for a set-partition-like

formulation that integrates the decisions of (pickup and delivery) path selection, path connection,

and LH grouping. Furthermore, the pickup (and delivery) demand of a LH in a shift is aggregated,

which reduces the number of demands considered. As the consistency constraints on the pickup

paths mimic what planners tend to do, the solutions tend to have patterns similar to those that

have been used in practice, which facilitates adoption of solutions produced by the planning models.

The planning models have been incorporated in the decision support systems used by regional

planners to design and adjust the monthly plans of city operations. Based on the reports from

planners from 10 regions, the use of the planning models has resulted in cost savings of more than

$35,000 per month since its introduction in some regions.

Observing its potential to further reduce operating costs (as shown in Table 7), the adoption

and integration of the proposed optimization-based multi-phase heuristic solution approach into

the SF Express planning system is under discussion.

The research reported in this paper is only one of many efforts towards providing SF Express

with effective decision support in its planning and operations functions. There are many other

challenges that can be addressed using optimization tools, which we plan to pursue in the near
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future. Here we mention one. After reaching their origin gateway hub (city operations), inter-city

packages with high service levels often need to be transported to their destination gateway hubs by

a combination of ground transportation and air transportation, before being delivered at their final

destination (city operations). This leads to an express shipment air service network design problem

that consists of determining an integrated network of flights paths and vehicle routes that enables

the cost-efficient overnight flow of express packages between origin and destination gateways.
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Appendix A Determine Fleet Size for Serving Delivery Demand

We illustrate the computing the minimum number of vehicle required to serve the demands in a

candidate group by means of the example in Figure 7. In the figure, the horizontal line represents the

planning horizon of 12 time units at the GH and the arrival of delivery demands {di1, di2, . . . , di12}

for a LH i at the GH during each of the unit time intervals. There are two consecutive delivery

shifts and the two dashed arrows represent the skeleton demands, di6 and di12, each becoming

available no later than the latest departure times υ1
it and υ2

it in their respective shifts.

Figure 7 Delivery Demand Pattern Example

For simplicity, we assume that loading at the GH and unloading at the LH is instantaneous.

Furthermore, let the latest departure time from the GH in a shift be equal to the arrival time of the

skeleton demand. Consequently, the skeleton demands need to be loaded and dispatched as soon

as they become available. LH i is the only hub in the delivery group candidate and the due time of

each demand for LH i is 1.5 time units after the latest departure time (υ1
it or υ2

it). An out-and-back

delivery trip between the GH and the LH takes 3 time units, i.e., each leg takes 1.5 time units.

The number of packages and the maximum weight a smallest vehicle can accommodate are 6 and

6 units, respectively. When the number of packages number and the weight of each demand equal

to 2 and 2 units, respectively, then one vehicle is able to perform the 4 delivery trips needed to

serve delivery demand for LH i. When the number of packages and the weight increase to 3 and

3 units for demands di5, di6, di11 and di12, and decrease to 1 and 1 unit for demands di1, di2, di7

and di8, and remain unchanged for other demands, then again 4 delivery trips are needed, but two

vehicles are required, because the vehicle serving di1, di2, di3 and di4 (di7, di8, di9 and di10) cannot

be back at the GH before time 7 (time 13) and therefore cannot serve di5 and di6 (di11 and di12) in

its next trip as this would violate latest departure time constraint.
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Algorithm 2 Determine the minimum number of vehicles (and associated trips)

1: input: the delivery group candidate g and the corresponding delivery demand
2: output: number of tentative vehicles n1

g and tentative trips n2
g

3: n1
g← 0

4: n2
g← 0

5: Sort associated delivery shifts with shift start times in non-increasing order
6: for s∈ S do
7: Sort associated delivery demand in shift s with available time in non-increasing order
8: while all delivery demand in shift s has not been served do
9: Construct a tentative delivery trip that loads demand in the sorted order, until all demand

has been loaded, or until the vehicle becomes full
10: if earliest end time of tentative trip + φ̂≤ latest depart time of existing vehicles then
11: Assign the tentative trip to an existing vehicle
12: else
13: Assign the tentative trip to a new vehicle
14: n1

g← n1
g + 1

15: end if
16: Update route schedule for the assigned vehicle
17: n2

g← n2
g + 1

18: end while
19: end for
20: return n1

g and n2
g

Cases when delivery group candidates and the corresponding delivery demand patterns are dif-

ferent can be handled analogously following Algorithm 2.
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Appendix B Shift Timing for I1

LH

060007000800090010001100120013001400150016001700180019002000210022002300

LH 1
LH 2
LH 3
LH 4
LH 5
LH 6
LH 7
LH 8
LH 9
LH 10
LH 11
LH 12
LH 13
LH 14
LH 15
LH 16
LH 17
LH 18
LH 19
LH 20
LH 21
LH 22
LH 23
LH 24
LH 25
LH 26
LH 27
LH 28
LH 29
LH 30
LH 31
LH 32
LH 33
LH 34
LH 35
LH 36
LH 37
LH 38
LH 39
LH 40
LH 41
LH 42
LH 43
LH 44
LH 45
LH 46
LH 47
LH 48
LH 49
LH 50
LH 51
LH 52
LH 53
LH 54
LH 55
LH 56
LH 57
LH 58
LH 59
LH 60
LH 61
LH 62
LH 63
LH 64
LH 65
LH 66
LH 67
LH 68
LH 69
LH 70
LH 71
LH 72
LH 73
LH 74
LH 75
LH 76
LH 77
LH 78
LH 79
LH 80
LH 81
LH 82
LH 83
LH 84
LH 85
LH 86
LH 87
LH 88
LH 89
LH 90
LH 91
LH 92
LH 93
LH 94
LH 95
LH 96
LH 97

Legend
1st delivery: 1
1st delivery: 0
1st pickup: 1
1st pickup: 0
2nd delivery: 1
2nd delivery: 0
2nd pickup: 1
2nd pickup: 0
3rd delivery: 1
3rd delivery: 0
3rd pickup: 1
3rd pickup: 0
4th delivery: 1
4th delivery: 0
4th pickup: 1
4th pickup: 0

(a) shift timing for LH 1 ∼ LH 96
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LH

060007000800090010001100120013001400150016001700180019002000210022002300

LH 96
LH 97
LH 98
LH 99
LH 100
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LH 103
LH 104
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LH 112
LH 113
LH 114
LH 115
LH 116
LH 117
LH 118
LH 119
LH 120
LH 121
LH 122
LH 123
LH 124
LH 125
LH 126
LH 127
LH 128
LH 129
LH 130
LH 131
LH 132
LH 133
LH 134
LH 135
LH 136
LH 137
LH 138
LH 139
LH 140
LH 141
LH 142
LH 143
LH 144
LH 145
LH 146
LH 147
LH 148
LH 149
LH 150
LH 151
LH 152
LH 153
LH 154
LH 155
LH 156
LH 157
LH 158
LH 159
LH 160
LH 161
LH 162
LH 163
LH 164
LH 165
LH 166
LH 167
LH 168
LH 169
LH 170
LH 171
LH 172
LH 173
LH 174
LH 175
LH 176
LH 177
LH 178
LH 179
LH 180
LH 181
LH 182
LH 183
LH 184
LH 185
LH 186
LH 187
LH 188
LH 189
LH 190
LH 191
LH 192

Legend
1st delivery: 1
1st delivery: 0
1st pickup: 1
1st pickup: 0
2nd delivery: 1
2nd delivery: 0
2nd pickup: 1
2nd pickup: 0
3rd delivery: 1
3rd delivery: 0
3rd pickup: 1
3rd pickup: 0
4th delivery: 1
4th delivery: 0
4th pickup: 1
4th pickup: 0

(b) shift timing for LH 97 ∼ LH 192

Figure 8 Delivery and Pickup Shift Timing for I1
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Appendix C Delivery and Pickup Demand Weight for I1

(a) 1st delivery shift (b) 2nd delivery shift

(c) 3rd delivery shift (d) 4th delivery shift

Figure 9 Delivery Demand Weight (kgs) for I1
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(a) 1st pickup shift (b) 2nd pickup shift

(c) 3rd pickup shift (d) 4th pickup shift

Figure 10 Pickup Demand Weight (kgs) for I1
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Appendix D Multiple-Trip Route Schedule for I1

vehicle
vehicle1
vehicle2
vehicle3
vehicle4
vehicle5
vehicle6
vehicle7
vehicle8
vehicle9
vehicle10
vehicle11
vehicle12
vehicle13
vehicle14
vehicle15
vehicle16
vehicle17
vehicle18
vehicle19
vehicle20
vehicle21
vehicle22
vehicle23
vehicle24
vehicle25
vehicle26
vehicle27
vehicle28
vehicle29
vehicle30
vehicle31
vehicle32
vehicle33
vehicle34
vehicle35
vehicle36
vehicle37
vehicle38
vehicle39
vehicle40
vehicle41
vehicle42
vehicle43
vehicle44
vehicle45
vehicle46
vehicle47
vehicle48
vehicle49
vehicle50
vehicle51
vehicle52
vehicle53
vehicle54
vehicle55
vehicle56
vehicle57
vehicle58
vehicle59
vehicle60
vehicle61
vehicle62
vehicle63
vehicle64
vehicle65
vehicle66
vehicle67
vehicle68
vehicle69
vehicle70
vehicle71
vehicle72
vehicle73
vehicle74
vehicle75
vehicle76
vehicle77
vehicle78
vehicle79
vehicle80

1950-2302

2000-2255

2001-2255

1056-1348

2004-2255

1950-2241

1959-2248

1946-2234

1955-2241

1950-2234

1112-1355

2010-2248

1944-2220

2006-2241

2008-2241

2017-2248

921-1152

1957-2227

2020-2248

2020-2248

2020-2248

1004-1231

2008-2234

2009-2234

1152-1416

1936-2159

1132-1355

1030-1252

2020-2241

2020-2241

2007-2227

1143-1402

2030-2248

2030-2248

1702-1920

1111-1327

2020-2234

2020-2234

2020-2234

2020-2234

2013-2227

1210-1423

918-1131

2008-2220

2030-2241

1805-2016

927-1138

2017-2227

1200-1409

950-1159

930-1138

2020-2227

2020-2227

2014-2220

1810-2016

2050-2255

1750-1955

1150-1355

2023-2227

2016-2220

1955-2159

1219-1423

2017-2220

1949-2152

1806-2009

2004-2206

1753-1955

1139-1341

1111-1313

929-1131

2040-2241

2040-2241

2012-2213

2012-2213

1815-2016

1112-1313

930-1131

1817-2016

1128-1327

1000-1159

2050-2248

2050-2248

2001-2159

1811-2009

933-1131

926-1124

2030-2227

2030-2227

1751-1948

2024-2220

2011-2206

950-1145

2012-2206

1726-1920

2020-2213

2020-2213

2013-2206

1952-2145

1931-2124

1830-2023

1816-2009

1223-1416

952-1145

931-1124

932-1124

2050-2241

933-1124

1805-1955

1627-1817

1159-1348

1145-1334

1103-1252

942-1131

1957-2145

1800-1948

1214-1402

1011-1159

950-1138

943-1131

1829-2016

1154-1341

2027-2213

2020-2206

1230-1416

1052-1238

2028-2213

1210-1355

932-1117

2050-2234

2050-2234

2050-2234

2036-2220

1948-2131

1751-1934

1144-1327

1009-1152

941-1124

927-1110

1820-2002

1234-1416

1234-1416

2100-2241

2011-2152

1139-1320

1132-1313

1011-1152

2040-2220

1105-1245

2034-2213

2020-2159

2020-2159

1823-2002

1816-1955

1816-1955

1141-1320

1013-1152

2110-2248

1224-1402

1224-1402

1149-1327

1149-1327

2050-2227

2050-2227

1947-2124

1750-1927

2031-2206

1820-1955

1759-1934

1117-1252

1821-1955

1746-1920

1249-1423

1235-1409

1111-1245

957-1131

1843-2016

2020-2152

1816-1948

2021-2152

1803-1934

1245-1416

1021-1152

1000-1131

2050-2220

2050-2220

2050-2220

1218-1348

1150-1320

1840-2009

1240-1409

1233-1402

1116-1245

1848-2016

1724-1852

1010-1138

1010-1138

935-1103

2025-2152

1732-1859

1221-1348

1221-1348

2033-2159

2005-2131

1815-1941

1243-1409

2020-2145

2020-2145

2020-2145

1830-1955

1823-1948

1755-1920

1141-1306

1020-1145

1013-1138

952-1117

1245-1409

1210-1334

1156-1320

1128-1252

1014-1138

953-1117

2050-2213

2050-2213

2050-2213

2029-2152

1853-2016

1839-2002

1825-1948

1811-1934

1001-1124

2030-2152

1840-2002

1805-1927

1030-1152

1002-1124

1848-2009

1827-1948

1820-1941

1806-1927

1234-1355

1206-1327

1017-1138

2046-2206

1842-2002

1807-1927

1011-1131

2040-2159

1850-2009

1850-2009

1843-2002

1815-1934

1147-1306

1133-1252

1012-1131

2020-2138

1851-2009

1734-1852

1202-1320

1013-1131

2042-2159

1817-1934

1231-1348

1231-1348

2050-2206

2050-2206

2050-2206

1853-2009

1825-1941

1225-1341

1225-1341

1001-1117

2016-2131

1805-1920

1226-1341

1212-1327

1205-1320

1130-1245

1752-1906

1234-1348

1220-1334

1220-1334

1024-1138

2100-2213

2025-2138

1814-1927

1221-1334

950-1103

2040-2152

2040-2152

1850-2002

1250-1402

1222-1334

1154-1306

1140-1252

1133-1245

1133-1245

1816-1927

1809-1920

1734-1845

1756-1906

953-1103

2050-2159

2050-2159

2050-2159

2029-2138

1900-2009

1853-2002

1818-1927

1225-1334

1122-1231

2030-2138

941-1049

1855-2002

1855-2002

1820-1927

1820-1927

1820-1927

1255-1402

1220-1327

1206-1313

1031-1138

1031-1138

2100-2206

1814-1920

1807-1913

1235-1341

1125-1231

950-1056

2012-2117

1850-1955

1850-1955

1012-1117

1755-1859

1755-1859

1831-1934

1824-1927

1817-1920

1803-1906

1210-1313

1142-1245

2050-2152

2050-2152

1804-1906

2030-2131

1805-1906

1751-1852

1226-1327

1910-2009

1835-1934

1814-1913

1242-1341

922-1021

737-836

1850-1948

1815-1913

1250-1348

1250-1348

1251-1348

1244-1341

1142-1238

2050-2145

2050-2145

2050-2145

2050-2145

2043-2138

1901-1955

2052-2145

2045-2138

1235-1327

1235-1327

1850-1941

2055-2145

1816-1906

2050-2138

2050-2138

2050-2138

2050-2138

2050-2138

1205-1252

1250-1334

1920-2002

2050-2131

2050-2131

2050-2131

2050-2131

2050-2131

2050-2131

1715-1756

1213-1252

2053-2131

1216-1252

2050-2124

2050-2124

2050-2124

1240-1313

2055-2124

2050-2117

2050-2117

2051-2110

1520-1759

1310-1549

540-819

1520-1747

1310-1537

540-807

540-807

1520-1736

1310-1526540-756

540-756

1520-1724

1310-1514

540-744

540-742

1520-1721

1310-1511540-741

540-741

1520-1719

1310-1509540-739

1520-1715

1310-1505

540-735

540-735
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(a) route schedule for vehicle 1 ∼ vehicle 79
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(b) route schedule for vehicle 80 ∼ vehicle 147

Figure 11 Multiple-Trip Route Schedule for I1
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Appendix E Delivery and Pickup Path Arrival Timing for I1
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(a) arrival timing for LH 1 ∼ LH 96
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Figure 12 Delivery and Pickup Path Arrival Timing for I1
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Appendix F Hub Geography for I2, I3, and I4

Figure 13 Hub Geography for I2

Figure 14 Hub Geography for I3
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Figure 15 Hub Geography for I4

Appendix G Multi-Phase Decision Framework Results for I2, I3, and I4

Table 8 Multi-Phase Decision Framework Results for I2

phase shift s path type |P | µs τ s cs ns |R| C

1 1st delivery delivery 114 91.89% 42.18 22.06 1.94 42 0.47 ×104

2 2nd delivery delivery 36 35.39% 44.25 23.16 2.14 42 0.63 ×104

3 1st pickup
back-haul 2 66.80% 13.00 5.83 1.00

109 0.88 ×104

stand-alone 102 80.15% 32.40 16.95 1.16

4 3rd delivery delivery 36 50.64% 44.25 23.16 2.14 109 1.03 ×104

5 2nd pickup
back-haul 10 20.37% 19.40 9.37 1.10

109 1.24 ×104

stand-alone 74 23.98% 37.84 23.80 1.07

6 4th delivery delivery 36 65.05% 44.25 23.16 2.14 109 1.40 ×104

7 3rd pickup
back-haul 8 22.28% 21.63 10.01 1.25

109 1.58 ×104

stand-alone 70 21.68% 35.94 21.61 1.14

8 4th pickup
back-haul 0 − − − −

109 1.74 ×104

stand-alone 70 9.03% 33.90 19.45 1.23

9 5th pickup
back-haul 0 − − − −

109 2.06 ×104

stand-alone 73 12.93% 36.79 22.05 1.21

10 6th pickup
back-haul 0 − − − −

109 2.08 ×104

stand-alone 4 13.89% 50.00 26.09 1.50
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Table 9 Multi-Phase Decision Framework Results for I3

phase shift s path type |P | µs τ s cs ns |R| C

1 1st delivery delivery 90 79.28% 41.82 36.31 1.19 51 0.67 ×104

2 2nd delivery delivery 46 28.86% 41.20 37.68 1.13 54 1.02 ×104

3 1st pickup
back-haul 0 − − − −

69 1.27 ×104

stand-alone 107 92.28% 35.86 29.51 1.14

4 2nd pickup
back-haul 24 55.29% 54.63 44.92 1.75

69 1.45 ×104

stand-alone 10 71.65% 66.40 65.64 1.70

5 3rd delivery delivery 25 37.49% 40.88 34.15 1.20 69 1.62 ×104

6 4th delivery delivery 35 23.79% 38.69 35.86 1.11 69 1.87 ×104

7 5th delivery delivery 22 13.66% 33.41 26.09 1.05 69 1.99 ×104

8 3rd pickup
back-haul 8 28.88% 32.38 31.78 1.25

69 2.14 ×104

stand-alone 24 46.11% 49.50 41.50 1.71

9 4th pickup
back-haul 0 − − − −

69 2.14 ×104

stand-alone 30 11.27% 40.17 30.89 1.40

10 5th pickup
back-haul 0 − − − −

69 2.48 ×104

stand-alone 31 30.71% 69.61 62.80 2.03

Table 10 Multi-Phase Decision Framework Results for I4

phase shift s path type |P | µs τ s cs ns |R| C

1 1st delivery delivery 83 78.56% 75.01 69.51 1.94 66 1.10 ×104

2 2nd delivery delivery 38 37.25% 72.00 65.72 1.82 78 1.57 ×104

3 1st pickup
back-haul 31 97.28% 75.58 79.83 1.58

119 2.15 ×104

stand-alone 78 98.21% 74.99 68.62 1.81

4 3rd delivery delivery 44 42.01% 72.93 69.15 1.80 142 2.72 ×104

5 4th delivery delivery 44 17.01% 72.93 69.15 1.80 142 3.30 ×104

6 2nd pickup
back-haul 41 61.45% 76.66 75.36 1.83

142 3.36 ×104

stand-alone 5 83.89% 117.20 125.48 2.40

7 3rd pickup
back-haul 0 − − − −

142 3.50 ×104

stand-alone 45 11.67% 66.82 67.21 1.33

8 4th pickup
back-haul 0 − − − −

142 3.86 ×104

stand-alone 31 40.16% 57.29 57.22 1.19
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Appendix H Multiple-Trip Route Schedule for I2

vehicle
vehicle1
vehicle2
vehicle3
vehicle4
vehicle5
vehicle6
vehicle7
vehicle8
vehicle9
vehicle10
vehicle11
vehicle12
vehicle13
vehicle14
vehicle15
vehicle16
vehicle17
vehicle18
vehicle19
vehicle20
vehicle21
vehicle22
vehicle23
vehicle24
vehicle25
vehicle26
vehicle27
vehicle28
vehicle29
vehicle30
vehicle31
vehicle32
vehicle33
vehicle34
vehicle35
vehicle36
vehicle37
vehicle38
vehicle39
vehicle40
vehicle41
vehicle42
vehicle43
vehicle44
vehicle45
vehicle46
vehicle47
vehicle48
vehicle49
vehicle50
vehicle51
vehicle52
vehicle53
vehicle54
vehicle55
vehicle56
vehicle57
vehicle58
vehicle59
vehicle60
vehicle61
vehicle62
vehicle63
vehicle64
vehicle65
vehicle66
vehicle67
vehicle68
vehicle69
vehicle70
vehicle71
vehicle72
vehicle73
vehicle74
vehicle75
vehicle76
vehicle77
vehicle78
vehicle79
vehicle80

554-830

2020-2250

1750-2020

711-940

608-830

1120-1340

1120-1340

1120-1340

1820-2030 2200-000

1550-1750

2110-2300

1520-1710

1555-1740

1155-1340

2230-010

2120-2300

2120-2300

2110-2250

2110-2250

1850-2030

1850-2030

1850-2030

1850-2030

1820-2000

1550-1730

1540-1720

1240-1420

1220-1400

940-1120

1521-1700

1545-1720

1245-1420

2119-2250

2140-2310

2130-2300

2130-2300

2130-2300

2120-2250

1900-2030

1610-1740

1550-1720

1250-1420

1220-1350

950-1120

950-1120

950-1120

703-830

1859-2020

2150-2310

2150-2310

2140-2300

2140-2300

2130-2250

2120-2240

2110-2230

1900-2020

1900-2020

1900-2020

1820-1940

1820-1940

1630-1750

1630-1750

1630-1750

1610-1730

1600-1720

1550-1710

1550-1710

1550-1710

1550-1710

1300-1420

1240-1400

1220-1340

1220-1340

1000-1120

950-1110

940-1100

721-840

2235-2350

1915-2030

1605-1720

1305-1420

1245-1400

1005-1120

1005-1120

729-840

2250-000

2150-2300

2150-2300

2150-2300

2150-2300

2150-2300

2140-2250

2140-2250

2140-2250

2140-2250

2140-2250

2140-2250

2140-2250

2140-2250

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1900-2010

1610-1720

1610-1720

1610-1720

1600-1710

1600-1710

1600-1710

1550-1700

1550-1700

1310-1420

1310-1420

1310-1420

1310-1420

1310-1420

1250-1400

1250-1400

1250-1400

1250-1400

1250-1400

1240-1350

1240-1350

1230-1340

1010-1120

1010-1120

1000-1110

1000-1110

950-1100

950-1100

950-1100

940-1050

940-1050

730-840

2151-2300

1551-1700

1902-2010

1303-1410

953-1100

743-850

1244-1350

1244-1350

1915-2020

1915-2020

1915-2020

1625-1730

1605-1710

1605-1710

1605-1710

1555-1700

1315-1420

1315-1420

1315-1420

1315-1420

1315-1420

1315-1420

1305-1410

1305-1410

1305-1410

1015-1120

1015-1120

1015-1120

1015-1120

1005-1110

1005-1110

1005-1110

1005-1110

955-1100

945-1050

2200-2300

2200-2300

2200-2300

2200-2300

2200-2300

2150-2250

2150-2250

2150-2250

2150-2250

2150-2250

2140-2240

2140-2240

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1910-2010

1620-1720

1610-1710

1610-1710

1610-1710

1610-1710

1610-1710

1610-1710

1610-1710

1600-1700

1600-1700

1310-1410

1310-1410

1310-1410

1310-1410

1310-1410

1310-1410

1310-1410

1300-1400

1300-1400

1250-1350

1250-1350

1250-1350

1250-1350

1120-1220

1120-1220

1020-1120

1010-1110

1010-1110

1010-1110

1010-1110

1010-1110

1010-1110

1010-1110

1000-1100

1000-1100

950-1050

950-1050

950-1050

751-850

1912-2010

1602-1700

1603-1700

1604-1700

1915-2010

1915-2010

1615-1710

1315-1410

1315-1410

1315-1410

1305-1400

1305-1400

1015-1110

1015-1110

1015-1110

1015-1110

735-830

758-850

748-840

738-830

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2150-2240

2140-2230

2140-2230

2130-2220

1930-2020

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1600-1650

1320-1410

1320-1410

1320-1410

1320-1410

1320-1410

1310-1400

1310-1400

1310-1400

1030-1120

1020-1110

1010-1100

1010-1100

1010-1100

1010-1100

1010-1100

1000-1050

1000-1050

950-1040

950-1040

1311-1400

1011-1100

1602-1650

1602-1650

1312-1400

1302-1350

1012-1100

1002-1050

742-830

1603-1650

1603-1650

743-830

1604-1650

1004-1050

744-830

1605-1650

1605-1650

1315-1400

1315-1400

1305-1350

1015-1100

1015-1100

1015-1100

1015-1100

745-830

745-830

806-850

746-830

746-830

2150-2230

2150-2230

2140-2220

2140-2220

2140-2220

2140-2220

2130-2210

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1620-1700

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1310-1350

1310-1350

1310-1350

1040-1120

1010-1050

1010-1050

1010-1050

1010-1050

1010-1050

1000-1040

1311-1350

1011-1050

1011-1050

1912-1950

1312-1350

1603-1640

1313-1350753-830

1314-1350

1014-1050

804-840

754-830

754-830

1605-1640

1605-1640

1605-1640

1315-1350

1015-1050

755-830

2150-2220

2150-2220

1920-1950

1310-1340

1310-1340

1010-1040

1010-1040

1602-1630

1604-1630

1456-1620

1156-1320

910-1034600-724338-502

1458-1620

1158-1320

910-1032600-722336-458

1450-1610

1450-1610

1150-1310

1150-1310

900-1020

900-1020

600-720

600-720350-510

343-503126-246

1452-1610

1158-1316

910-1028600-718

349-507

1500-1617

1500-1617

1200-1317

1200-1317

910-1027

910-1027

600-717

600-717339-456

336-453

118-235

112-229

1500-1616

1200-1316

910-1026600-716343-459126-242

1500-1615

1500-1615

1200-1315

1155-1310

910-1025

905-1020

600-715

600-715

353-508

342-457

146-301

124-239

1500-1614

1451-1605

1200-1314

1200-1314

910-1024

910-1024

600-714

600-714

356-510

348-502

152-306

1500-1613

1457-1610

1200-1313

1157-1310

910-1023

907-1020

600-713

600-713

342-455

341-454

1500-1610

1450-1600

1200-1310

1150-1300

910-1020

910-1020

600-710

600-710246-356

233-343

1457-1605

1157-1305

910-1018600-708357-505154-302

1500-1607

1500-1607

1500-1607

1200-1307

1200-1307

1153-1300

910-1017

910-1017

910-1017

600-707

600-707

600-707

359-506

357-504

355-502

158-305

150-257

1459-1605

1154-1300

910-1016600-706358-504156-302

154-300

150-256

1500-1605

1152-1257

910-1015600-705406-511

1456-1600

1451-1555

1151-1255

1151-1255

906-1010

906-1010

600-704

600-704406-510

254-358

1500-1601

1150-1251

910-1011600-701416-517232-333

1455-1555

1150-1250

910-1010600-700417-517

137-237

057-156

1452-1550

1200-1258908-1006600-658422-520

136-234

138-235

045-142

1500-1554

1200-1254

910-1004600-654423-517246-340

156-250

120-213

209-301

1459-1550

1200-1251910-1001600-651425-516250-341

1500-1550

1451-1541

1200-1250

1156-1246910-1000

905-955

600-650

600-650

600-650432-522

420-510

304-354

1500-1549

1456-15451156-1245

1155-1244

910-959

906-955

600-649

600-649

600-649438-527

417-506

1452-1540

1200-1248910-958600-648

600-648

447-535

246-334

1500-1547

1200-1247910-957600-647

600-647

442-529

434-521

231-317

231-316

600-644

439-523

1500-1540

1200-1240910-950600-640448-528

446-526

600-638

125-203

332-405

350-416

345-411

359-422

4th pickup

3rd pickup

2nd pickup

1st pickup

5th pickup

6th pickup

Legend
back to GH
delivery
pickup
reposition
start from GH
wait

(a) route schedule for vehicle 1 ∼ vehicle 79
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vehiclevehicle79
vehicle80
vehicle81
vehicle82
vehicle83
vehicle84
vehicle85
vehicle86
vehicle87
vehicle88
vehicle89
vehicle90
vehicle91
vehicle92
vehicle93
vehicle94
vehicle95
vehicle96
vehicle97
vehicle98
vehicle99
vehicle100
vehicle101
vehicle102
vehicle103
vehicle104
vehicle105
vehicle106
vehicle107
vehicle108
vehicle109

554-830

2020-2250

1750-2020

711-940

608-830

1120-1340

1120-1340

1120-1340

1820-2030 2200-000

1550-1750

2110-2300

1520-1710

1555-1740

1155-1340

2230-010

2120-2300

2120-2300

2110-2250

2110-2250

1850-2030

1850-2030

1850-2030

1850-2030

1820-2000

1550-1730
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1240-1420

1220-1400

940-1120

1521-1700

1545-1720

1245-1420

2119-2250

2140-2310

2130-2300

2130-2300

2130-2300

2120-2250

1900-2030

1610-1740

1550-1720

1250-1420

1220-1350

950-1120
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703-830
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2150-2310
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2140-2300

2130-2250

2120-2240

2110-2230

1900-2020

1900-2020

1900-2020

1820-1940

1820-1940

1630-1750

1630-1750

1630-1750

1610-1730

1600-1720

1550-1710

1550-1710

1550-1710

1550-1710

1300-1420

1240-1400

1220-1340

1220-1340

1000-1120

950-1110

940-1100

721-840

2235-2350

1915-2030

1605-1720

1305-1420

1245-1400

1005-1120
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729-840

2250-000
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2150-2300
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2150-2300

2150-2300
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2140-2250

2140-2250
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1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1920-2030

1900-2010

1610-1720

1610-1720

1610-1720

1600-1710

1600-1710

1600-1710

1550-1700

1550-1700

1310-1420

1310-1420

1310-1420

1310-1420

1310-1420

1250-1400

1250-1400

1250-1400

1250-1400

1250-1400

1240-1350

1240-1350

1230-1340

1010-1120

1010-1120

1000-1110

1000-1110

950-1100

950-1100

950-1100

940-1050

940-1050

730-840

2151-2300

1551-1700

1902-2010

1303-1410

953-1100

743-850

1244-1350

1244-1350

1915-2020

1915-2020

1915-2020

1625-1730

1605-1710

1605-1710

1605-1710

1555-1700

1315-1420

1315-1420

1315-1420

1315-1420

1315-1420
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1305-1410
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955-1100

945-1050

2200-2300

2200-2300

2200-2300
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2150-2250

2150-2250

2150-2250
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2140-2240

2140-2240

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1920-2020

1910-2010

1620-1720

1610-1710

1610-1710

1610-1710

1610-1710

1610-1710

1610-1710

1610-1710

1600-1700

1600-1700

1310-1410

1310-1410

1310-1410

1310-1410

1310-1410

1310-1410

1310-1410

1300-1400

1300-1400

1250-1350

1250-1350

1250-1350

1250-1350

1120-1220

1120-1220

1020-1120

1010-1110

1010-1110

1010-1110

1010-1110

1010-1110

1010-1110

1010-1110

1000-1100

1000-1100

950-1050

950-1050

950-1050

751-850

1912-2010

1602-1700

1603-1700

1604-1700

1915-2010

1915-2010

1615-1710

1315-1410
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1305-1400
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1015-1110

1015-1110
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2150-2240

2150-2240
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2140-2230

2140-2230

2130-2220

1930-2020

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1920-2010

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1610-1700

1600-1650

1320-1410

1320-1410

1320-1410

1320-1410

1320-1410

1310-1400

1310-1400

1310-1400

1030-1120

1020-1110

1010-1100

1010-1100

1010-1100

1010-1100

1010-1100

1000-1050

1000-1050

950-1040

950-1040

1311-1400

1011-1100

1602-1650

1602-1650
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1015-1100

1015-1100
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745-830

745-830
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746-830
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2150-2230

2140-2220

2140-2220

2140-2220

2140-2220

2130-2210

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1920-2000

1620-1700

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1610-1650

1310-1350

1310-1350
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1040-1120
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(b) route schedule for vehicle 80 ∼ vehicle 109

Figure 16 Multiple-Trip Route Schedule for I2
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Appendix I Multiple-Trip Route Schedule for I3

vehicle
vehicle1
vehicle2
vehicle3
vehicle4
vehicle5
vehicle6
vehicle7
vehicle8
vehicle9
vehicle10
vehicle11
vehicle12
vehicle13
vehicle14
vehicle15
vehicle16
vehicle17
vehicle18
vehicle19
vehicle20
vehicle21
vehicle22
vehicle23
vehicle24
vehicle25
vehicle26
vehicle27
vehicle28
vehicle29
vehicle30
vehicle31
vehicle32
vehicle33
vehicle34
vehicle35
vehicle36
vehicle37
vehicle38
vehicle39
vehicle40
vehicle41
vehicle42
vehicle43
vehicle44
vehicle45
vehicle46
vehicle47
vehicle48
vehicle49
vehicle50
vehicle51
vehicle52
vehicle53
vehicle54
vehicle55
vehicle56
vehicle57
vehicle58
vehicle59
vehicle60
vehicle61
vehicle62
vehicle63
vehicle64
vehicle65
vehicle66
vehicle67
vehicle68
vehicle69

517-905

1916-2225

550-855

1150-1450

1150-1450

559-855

1920-2215

1923-2215

1914-2205

1148-1430

1140-1420

1550-1825

1520-1755

1958-2215

1948-2205

2020-2235
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1225-1440
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1113-1320
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2030-2225

2020-2215

1620-1815

1600-1755

2012-2205
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1240-1430

1616-1805 2050-2235

2040-2225

2010-2155

1900-2045

1900-2045

1900-2045

1850-2035

1620-1805

1620-1805

2042-2225

2035-2215

1300-1440

1300-1440

1250-1430

1250-1430

1250-1430

1015-1155

1856-2035

2100-2235

2040-2215

2030-2205

2020-2155

1900-2035

1700-1835

1650-1825

1650-1825

1620-1755

1620-1755

1010-1145

1905-2035

1855-2025

1310-1440

1310-1440

1310-1440

1300-1430

1250-1420

1616-1745

1303-1430

2050-2215

2050-2215

2030-2155

2020-2145

1910-2035

1900-2025

1850-2015

1640-1805

1640-1805

731-855

732-855

1300-1420

1025-1145

805-925

2040-2155

1930-2045

1850-2005

1650-1805

1100-1215

1100-1215

1050-1205

1050-1205

743-855

1925-2035

807-915

1930-2035

1930-2035

1900-2005

1720-1825

1710-1815

1700-1805

1630-1735

1620-1725

1110-1215

1100-1205

1050-1155

1050-1155

1050-1155

1050-1155

1040-1145

1030-1135

1030-1135

1020-1125

800-905

2101-2205

751-855

1022-1125

1012-1115

822-925

812-915

802-905

802-905
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813-915

813-915

803-905

1925-2025

1925-2025

1340-1440

1320-1420

1320-1420

1320-1420

1115-1215

1115-1215

1115-1215

1105-1205

1105-1205

1105-1205

1055-1155

1035-1135

825-925

825-925

825-925

815-915

947-1045

817-915

807-905

807-905
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1009-1105

819-915

809-905

759-855

2110-2205

2110-2205

1940-2035

1930-2025

1930-2025

1930-2025

1920-2015

1700-1755

1650-1745

1650-1745

1650-1745

1110-1205

1110-1205

1050-1145

1050-1145

1050-1145

1010-1105

850-945

850-945

830-925
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800-855
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610-804

610-804
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1420-1558

1055-1233
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610-748

610-748

610-748

317-455

317-455

317-455

1500-1632940-1112610-742

1505-1635
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Figure 17 Multiple-Trip Route Schedule for I3
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Appendix J Multiple-Trip Route Schedule for I4

vehicle
vehicle1
vehicle2
vehicle3
vehicle4
vehicle5
vehicle6
vehicle7
vehicle8
vehicle9
vehicle10
vehicle11
vehicle12
vehicle13
vehicle14
vehicle15
vehicle16
vehicle17
vehicle18
vehicle19
vehicle20
vehicle21
vehicle22
vehicle23
vehicle24
vehicle25
vehicle26
vehicle27
vehicle28
vehicle29
vehicle30
vehicle31
vehicle32
vehicle33
vehicle34
vehicle35
vehicle36
vehicle37
vehicle38
vehicle39
vehicle40
vehicle41
vehicle42
vehicle43
vehicle44
vehicle45
vehicle46
vehicle47
vehicle48
vehicle49
vehicle50
vehicle51
vehicle52
vehicle53
vehicle54
vehicle55
vehicle56
vehicle57
vehicle58
vehicle59
vehicle60
vehicle61
vehicle62
vehicle63
vehicle64
vehicle65
vehicle66
vehicle67
vehicle68
vehicle69
vehicle70
vehicle71
vehicle72
vehicle73
vehicle74
vehicle75
vehicle76
vehicle77
vehicle78
vehicle79
vehicle80

1241-1925

1820-2245

1820-2245

1820-2245

1820-2245

2020-035

1820-2235

1820-2235

1820-2235

1820-2235

1820-2235

1820-2225

1820-2225

1820-2225826-1225

930-1305

905-1235

942-1305

950-1305

930-1245

930-1245

832-1145

1910-2215

950-1255

950-1255

1004-1305

2020-2315

1910-2205

1010-1305

950-1245

950-1245

1006-1255

946-1235

1950-2235

1640-1925

1620-1905

950-1235

1027-1305

1950-2225

1710-1945

1650-1925

1650-1925

1630-1905

1630-1905

1020-1255

1010-1245

1010-1245

950-1225

1001-1235

922-1155

943-1215

853-1125

854-1125

1929-2155

1019-1245

2020-2245

2020-2245

2010-2235

2000-2225

1950-2215

1930-2155

1710-1935

1640-1905

1040-1305

1010-1235

950-1215

940-1205

1007-1225
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2040-2255

2030-2245

2020-2235

2010-2225
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1710-1925
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1650-1905

1050-1305
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930-1145

1931-2145

1021-1235

956-1205

936-1145
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929-1135

2030-2235

2020-2225
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1032-1225
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1730-1915
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600-816
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620-824
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519-718

1420-1618
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522-720

1420-1617
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1150-1347

1150-1347

840-1037

840-1037

620-817

620-817

525-722

1412-1606

1150-1344

610-804

610-804

1420-1613

1150-1343

840-1033

600-753

1420-1612

1150-1342

840-1032

610-802

528-720

1415-1605

1150-1340

840-1030

613-803

532-722

1416-1605

1150-1339

840-1029

620-809315-504

1420-1606

1420-1606

1150-1336

1150-1336

840-1026

840-1026

620-806

620-806

536-722

1420-1602

1150-1332

620-802

1420-1558

1150-1328

840-1018

840-1018

530-708

1420-1557

1150-1327

840-1017

620-757

620-757

541-718

321-458

1420-15551140-1315

840-1015

620-755

600-735

551-726

320-455

302-437

1417-1550

1319-1452

1150-1323

1150-1323

840-1013

840-1013

620-753

610-743
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1420-1552

1150-1322

840-1012

620-752

552-724

1420-1551

1150-1321

840-1011

620-751

620-751

341-512
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1150-1318
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610-734
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1420-1538
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1145-1303
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840-958611-729
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840-924
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(a) route schedule for vehicle 1 ∼ vehicle 79
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vehiclevehicle79
vehicle80
vehicle81
vehicle82
vehicle83
vehicle84
vehicle85
vehicle86
vehicle87
vehicle88
vehicle89
vehicle90
vehicle91
vehicle92
vehicle93
vehicle94
vehicle95
vehicle96
vehicle97
vehicle98
vehicle99
vehicle100
vehicle101
vehicle102
vehicle103
vehicle104
vehicle105
vehicle106
vehicle107
vehicle108
vehicle109
vehicle110
vehicle111
vehicle112
vehicle113
vehicle114
vehicle115
vehicle116
vehicle117
vehicle118
vehicle119
vehicle120
vehicle121
vehicle122
vehicle123
vehicle124
vehicle125
vehicle126
vehicle127
vehicle128
vehicle129
vehicle130
vehicle131
vehicle132
vehicle133
vehicle134
vehicle135
vehicle136
vehicle137
vehicle138
vehicle139
vehicle140
vehicle141
vehicle142

1241-1925

1820-2245

1820-2245

1820-2245

1820-2245

2020-035

1820-2235

1820-2235

1820-2235

1820-2235

1820-2235

1820-2225

1820-2225

1820-2225826-1225

930-1305

905-1235

942-1305

950-1305

930-1245

930-1245

832-1145

1910-2215

950-1255

950-1255

1004-1305

2020-2315

1910-2205

1010-1305

950-1245

950-1245

1006-1255

946-1235

1950-2235

1640-1925
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Figure 18 Multiple-Trip Route Schedule for I4
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Appendix K Notation

Table 11: Summary of Notation

{0} gateway hub

N set of local hubs

A set of directed arcs

τij travel time of arc a= (i, j)

cij travel cost of arc a= (i, j)

U number of unloading docks at the GH

D set of delivery demands

D̂ set of pickup demands

T set of end points of the intervals in the planning horizon

dit delivery demand for LH i that becomes available during the time interval ending at time t

qit number of packages for delivery demand dit

wit weight of packages for delivery demand dit

υit latest departure time for delivery demand dit

ζit due time for delivery demand dit

d̂it pickup demand that becomes available at LH i during the time interval that ends at time t

q̂it number of packages for pickup demand d̂it

ŵit weight of packages for pickup demand d̂it

υ̂it latest departure time for pickup demand d̂it

ζ̂it due time for pickup demand d̂it

S set of delivery shifts

Ŝ set of pickup shifts

M set of vehicle types

Qm maximum number of packages that a vehicle of type m can accommodate

Wm maximum weight of packages that a vehicle of type m can accommodate

τ l
m loading time of a vehicle of type m

τu
m unloading time of a vehicle of type m

Nm set of LHs that can be visited by a vehicle of type m

φ minimum units of time a vehicle has to remain at the last LH in delivery path before
traveling to the first LH in the pickup path

φ̂ minimum units of time a vehicle has to remain at the GH after completing a trip before it
can start a next trip

κ maximum number of LHs visited in a delivery path

G set of candidate delivery groups

Gi set of candidate delivery group that include LH i

n1
g minimum number of vehicles required to serve the delivery demands for the LHs in group g

n2
g minimum number of trips required to serve the delivery demands for the LHs in group g

cg travel cost required to serve the delivery demands for the LHs in group g
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yg binary decision variable representing whether group g is chosen or not

∆ set of possible unload time intervals in the pickup shifts

∆ŝ set of possible unload time intervals in pickup shift ŝ

τ ∗i critical time at LH i

κ̂ŝb maximum number of LHs visited by a back-haul pickup path in pickup shift ŝ

κ̂ŝa maximum number of LHs visited by a stand-alone path in pickup shift ŝ

P set of delivery paths

P̂ set of candidate back-haul pickup paths

nb number of LHs visited in candidate back-haul pickup path b

τδ start time of interval δ

P̂d set of candidate pickup paths that can serve as back-haul for delivery path d

∆ŝ
b set of time intervals in pickup shift ŝ during which candidate back-haul pickup path b can

unload

P̂i set of back-haul pickup paths that visit LH i

λb binary variable indicating whether back-haul pickup path b is selected

ηδbd binary variable indicating whether path b serves as back-haul for delivery path d and unloads
during δ

U δ number of stand-alone pickup paths that can be accommodated in time interval δ

P̂ δ set of candidate stand-alone pickup paths that unload during time interval δ

dp size of the demands served by pickup path p

Np set of LHs visited by pickup path p

ψ1
ip parameter indicating whether pickup path p visits LH i at a desirable time

dip size of the demands available at LH i at the time that pickup path p visits LH i

ψ1
p first evaluation metric

ψ2
p second evaluation metric

P̂ δ
i set of enumerated pickup paths that visit LH i and unload during time interval δ

zp binary variable indicating whether pickup path p is chosen

N δ set of LHs visited by the chosen pickup paths that unload during time interval δ

q
′
i number of the packages picked up at LH i

w
′
i weight of the packages picked up at LH i

e
′
i earliest time packages are available at LH i

`
′
i latest time packages can be at LH i

|∆ŝ| length of pickup shift ŝ

Q maximum number of packages for (smallest) vehicle type

W maximum weight for (smallest) vehicle type

τ l loading time for (smallest) vehicle type

xij binary decision variable indicating whether a vehicle travels directly from hub i to hub j

ρi continuous variable indicating the arrival time at hub i

αi continuous variable indicating the number of packages on the vehicle before it visits hub i

βi continuous variable indicating the weight of packages on the vehicle before it visits hub i
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P set of delivery and pickup paths for the shift

R′ set of existing partial multi-trip routes

R set of enumerated partial multi-trip routes

Rp set of enumerated partial routes that include path p

Rr′ set of enumerated partial routes that include existing partial route r′

cr travel cost of enumerated partial route r

∆̃r set of feasible sets of time intervals during which the pickup paths in the enumerated partial
route r can unload

∆̃δ set of feasible sets of time intervals that include δ

ξr binary variable indicating whether enumerated partial multi-trip route r is chosen

θσr binary variable indicating whether the pickup paths in enumerated partial multi-trip route
r use the set of unloading time intervals σ
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